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Applied Biometrics GmbH collaborates with UPEK, Inc. 

 

Digital privacy just became a little simpler: Applied Biometrics GmbH and UPEK, Inc. are now working in colla-

boration with the inclusion of UPEK’s Eikon Digital Privacy Manager into Applied Biometrics’ assortment for 

sale starting June, 1st 2009.  

 

In times of an increasing dependence on computers and the Internet, the modern consumer gets easily lost in a 

jungle of security ports that all require different cleverly-devised passwords. New technologies evolve daily, 

raising the threat to personal data security. Applied Biometrics aims at bridging that security gap by providing its 

customers with more simplicity and comfort in every day life. 

 

With the Eikon Digital Privacy Manager, Applied Biometrics GmbH assures exactly that. In protecting his digital 

privacy, the customer is now freed from clumsy and time-consuming passwords. UPEK’s Eikon Digital Privacy 

Manager replaces the user’s passwords with a single swipe of his own unique finger. A small sensor pad re-

cognizes the fingerprint, providing an easy and secure way of accessing his PC or Mac. It is simply installed 

and includes the Protector Suite software for PC or Mac which allows the user to just plug the Eikon into his 

USB port, swipe and go.  

 

About Applied Biometrics: 

Applied Biometrics GmbH stands for long-time experience in information and biometric technologies such as 

fingerprint, face and voice recognition. Integrated in a worldwide network of experts, Applied Biometrics oper-

ates on the cutting-edge of scientific development in the digital security field. As a specialist in biometric securi-

ty, the company provides hardware and software components for industrial and public customers. It is strictly 

independent from any hardware or software vendor. 
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